
Introduction 
Blabit is a platform in which you can discover and suggest events and initiatives in your area. 
Publish an initiative and make it visible to the people or look for events regarding your interests. 
Follow your friends and/or interests, make new experiences and live your city.
 
Claim
Blabit is the easiest way to suggest and discover events in your area.
 
The Problem
One of the first problems that students and young people claim to be in South-Tyrol is that there 
is nothing to do, such as events, concert, parties and so on. A first not so deep research has 
demonstrated that on the contrary the region is full of events and initiatives. For instance, if 
we visit the website culture.bz and make a simple search about theatre appointment in Bozen 
we could find out 6/7 events in  the same evening.  So, what we have discover is that is not 
a matter of offer but maybe simply a problem of communication. Site as culture.bz, wo wann 
wo and inside are fully of events, maybe they publish too much events, and description and 
categories are not so well declared.
 
Ideas
A unique platform where people could find out all events in the region in a well organized way. 
As a user you could select only the categories of your interests so in this way only events that 
reflect your filter will be displayed on the screen. Blabit reaches all the events in South-Tyrol 
and it categorized them for you. What you have to do is just select the field of your interests and 
have fun.
 
Solution
Starting from the idea above we develop a "final" solution. Another problem that came up is 
not only a lack of communication but also a too much big offer of events. What we thought all 
together is that maybe could be the user himself the person who make the selection of the 
events. So Blabit has became a portal where users suggest their selection of events.
 
For what concern users what we thought is that we want to give access just to private person 
and onlus associations because of course as a profit-making organization you will suggest all 
your events no matter what if you find them really interesting or not. Of course as private user, 
you could suggest a big profit-making event, but in this case is you, as prompter, with your 
beautiful face the person responsible for the suggestion. We think that most of the users could 
be university students but we will try hard to give space of activity also to younger people and to 
community of young guys who do not live in the centre of Bolzano.
 
 
Core Idea and Vision
In this portal it is possible not only to find initiatives and events in your city, but also to share 
them, suggest them, give them visibility, and get them well organized. As a registered user I 
suggest an event that I found really interesting. I categorize it through a module and I publish it. 



A second user (who does not know what to do in the evening) with a simple search through a 
selection of fields of interest find out the event that the registered user has published/suggested. 
The user find this event really interesting and he might give a "+" to the event and a "+" to the 
registered user for the nice suggestion. As a registered user you can follow people that you are 
interested in their suggestions. At the end you will have a list of most suggested events, most 
followed people and so on. In this way user are recognized by their suggestion and they have a 
sense of responsibility like when you advise a friend about something. Another possible featurse 
could be live-updates and interection between users. For example if you are not enjoying 
an event that was suggested to you, you could blabit il real time, so other users will receive 
live feedbacks about the events. Of course from these feedbacks could begin some sort of 
interaction between the users.
 
Goals
If the service is successful it will become a reference point for people to organize their free 
time and follow their interests within the local enviroment. You will no more miss interesting 
conferences, concerts, meetings, festivals and whatever happens in the area. This kind of 
service doesn't exist in South-Tyrol. The difference that it could make between cultur.bz or 
inside.bz is that the user is the source of the suggestions and selections of events. In this way 
people are actively involved in social life of their city.
 
Relevance and Uniqueness
The content of the service is produced by the users, who become responsable of their own 
suggestions. So the service gives importance not only to the event but also to the person who 
post it. 
 
User Scenarios
Elisa, a 14 years old girls, is attending high school and is really interested in football for girls. 
She would like to attend a course of football for girls in the afternoon after school, so she search 
on google for "football course bolzano". Between the different results, appears also the iniziative 
of the youth center Vintola. This initiative is published within Blabit. Elisa enter the site and find 
some information about this free course organized for girls of about her age. She find also the 
contacts of the association, so send an email to ask for further information. She gets all she 
wanted to know, and since she's satisfied, starts to attend the course. Elisa is happy with this 
experience, so is going back to Blabit and give a positive feedback both to the course and to 
the association. She also "follow" the association feed, and the feed for the football initiatives in 
bolzano. Of course she spread the voice about Blabit between friends.
 
John, 18 yo, he is attending high school too. This saturday he is in the mood for going out with 
friends, but is bored by the usual routine, so would like to find something interesting to do. He 
googles "Events Bolzano Saturday night" and stumbles upon the Blabit. With the beautifully 
designed search engine he finds a lot of initiatives in the area for the night of saturday. Then he 
filters them thanks to categories. He is surprised for seeing the avatar of his friend Paul is in the 
results of the search. He clicks on it to discover that Paul is playing with is band on the Talvera. 
Since John really likes Paul and his band, he "pluses" the event and start following the mate. 



Then shares the event on Facebook while tagging also other friends. Doing so he can organize 
a nice night doing something he's interested into, and moreover, with his best friends.
 
Eric is 22 yo. He is a student of design in unibz, and one of his interests is the theatre. He 
would like to find out some plays in the area, but he doesn't want to use Kultur.bz, since is 
really messy and has a silly graphic style. Usually he simply searches on google, and finds out 
information from different sources. This time he stumbles upon Blabit, right in the page which 
displays all theatre events. He really like this site, and thinks is really well built, so follows the 
rss feed for the Theatre category. He also find the profile of his favourite actor, and follows him, 
to know about every play he does.</li>
 
Martina is the 22 yo segretary of Bolzano University. Last month she saw the presentation of 
Blabit, during the end of semester presentations of projects. Since than she always posts on 
Blabit all the conferences and initiatives organized in the university. This time she publishes 
the Mafiopoli conference. She fills the module, labels it with the categories and posts it. The 
conference gets much more visibilit and also people not from university come to assist it. 
Mafiopoli is really a success, and many of this people are really happy with it, and also to the 
Blabit, because they wouldn't have found the conference without it (nor even usin Kultur.bz)
 
Gianluca, 30 yo. He is an employee, not very happy with his life, but wants to improve it, starting 
from becoming more self-confident. On a newspaper he reads about the new service called 
Blabit, which is becoming quite popolar among young people. He wants to discover more, so 
goes there, and makes a rapid search abou conferences, workshops and seminars. He finds 
out a Public Speaking Workshop organized in the University, so he applies to sending an 
email. Unluckily he is not sotisfied with the workshop and is quite disapponted. He leaves a bad 
feedback to the organizers of the workshop, and decides not to follow them.
 
 
 


